EASY CONNECT

Give your guests the ‘at home’ content streaming experience.
o Otrum Enterprise with guest device connectivity.
o In-room communication and marketing using the guest’s own language.
o Revenue generation.
o In-house selling via online storefronts.
o Brand building.
o Back office management, statistics and reporting.

OTRUM ENTERPRISE
THE MARKET LEADING HOSTED SOLUTION. SCALABLE AND
ROBUST, TO MEET ALL GUEST NEEDS 24/7/365.

SMART TV INTEGRATION = AFFORDABILITY
Otrum Enterprise is the segment leader in functionality,
stability and ease of use. With Smart TV
implementations investment costs can be significantly
reduced using existing infrastructure such as coax,
Ethernet and Wi-Fi. This flexibility also includes hybrid
solutions with mixed infrastructure.

HTML5 DESIGN MEANS WE ARE FLEXIBLE
Built on a HTML5 foundation, Otrum Enterprise
software works across multiple platforms and delivers a
seamless user experience across TVs, tablets and smart
phones. Powerful tools are provided for branding and
customisation, including graphical languages such as
Arabic and Russian.

WEB BASED MANAGEMENT
Otrum Enterprise empowers hotels and hotel staff to
take full control of the deployed interactive solution.
Using web based editors and content management
systems, your in-house monitoring, management and
analysis has never been easier.

LIFETIME UPDATES
By subscribing to Otrum’s suite of software services,
continuous updates are guaranteed throughout the
lifetime of the solution. Feature enhancements will be
deployed to your site, as and when they evolve.

SCREEN MIRRORING
Screen mirroring is easily added to Otrum Enterprise for
both Android and Apple iOS. Otrum bases the solution
on industry standards, offering guests the best possible
user experience.

NETWORK OPERATIONS CENTRE (NOC)
Our skilled team of software engineers monitor and
control all Otrum Enterprise guest rooms. Should a
service need arise, we can address this before you or
your guests have even noticed.

OVER 1 MILLION OTRUM ENTERPRISE USERS PER MONTH

SCREEN MIRRORING
NETFLIX, HBO, ITUNES, YOUTUBE AND MORE – ALL OF YOUR
GUEST’S FAVOURITE CONTENT DISPLAYED SECURELY.

STREAMING FROM A DEVICE TO A TV
Your guests arrive at the hotel with their own smart
devices and their own catalogue of content. Otrum
Enterprise enables the guest to easily view their
content on the large in-room screen.
Intuitive onscreen instructions guide the guest from
start to finish. For security purposes, Otrum utilises
secure authorisation between the smart device and
the TV, this ensures that content is only shown on the
desired screen.
BLUETOOTH
When the installed screen includes a Bluetooth
receiver, Otrum Enterprise guides the guest through
the Bluetooth pairing process. Once paired, the
guest can then listen to their own music through the
TV speakers.

DAILY USAGE OF OTRUM
SCREEN MIRRORING

21%

SCREEN MIRRORING
AT A GLANCE
AIRPLAY / MIRACAST / ALLSHARE CAST
+ Mirror your device’s screen to the TV
wirelessly.
+ Show any content your device can display;
movies, presentations, pictures etc.
+ Works with Android and Apple iOS.
+ Very simple setup.
+ Industry standard technology.
+ Airplay requires extra in-room hardware.

STOREFRONTS
ORDERS
REVENUE GENERATION HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER. UNLIMITED
SALES OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH TV AND MOBILE.

ORDERS

STOREFRONTS
AT A GLANCE

SALES OF ANY PRODUCT OR SERVICE TO
YOUR GUEST
+ Build as many “shops” as you want.
+ Sell as many products as you want.
+ Offer upgrade options e.g. late checkout.
+ Delivery time (booking time).
+ Shopping carts for large orders.
+ Configurable message delivery per “shop”.
+ Multilingual user interface.

ORDER ANYTHING
Enabling purchases, bookings and orders of any
services that you would like to offer your guests.
Depending on your property, needs and service level
you can let your guests browse and book services
such as spa treatments, a table in your restaurant,
tee off time at the golf course, baby sitter or perhaps
order a late check out.
NOTIFY ANYONE IN A WAY THAT WORKS FOR YOU
Notify your staff in whatever way works for you; SMS
or email, with billing via the PMS. The solution lets
your staff respond directly to guests through the TV
or smart device. Staff can enter a personal message
which is delivered direct to the guest.
OPENING HOURS
The storefront tool lets you set up separate “shops”
to keep things organised, and to enable you to decide
store opening hours. For example, within a room
service store, you can predefine different menus for
different times of the day.

HOUSEKEEPING
OPTIMISE ROOM MANAGEMENT AND ACHIEVE OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE. SMART TOOLS FOR SMART HOTELS.

HOUSEKEEPING MANAGEMENT
Turn your guest rooms around more efficiently,
only occupied rooms generate revenue. Otrum
Enterprise provides housekeepers with access to
dedicated tools from any connected device or
in-room TV. Room status is reported to the PMS
immediately, with cleaned and vacant rooms
available for immediate resale.
The same tool has powerful reporting features
for hotel maintenance. You can report broken
lightbulbs, fixtures and other items, and easily track
their repair status. Finally, you can also use the app
to efficiently report minibar consumption, and to
produce minibar refill reports.
TOUCH HOUSEKEEPING
The housekeeping solution can function with or
without a TV system.
Your housekeepers can either use the tool through
the TVs, or through smart devices such as tablets
or smart phones.

HOUSEKEEPING
AT A GLANCE
POWERFUL FEATURES TO GET THE MOST
OUT OF YOUR HOUSEKEEPING SERVICES
+ Faster room turnaround.
+ Report room status.
+ PMS integration.
+ Accessed through the in-room TV or
via a smart device.
+ Powerful maintenance reporting tool.
+ Cloud based operation.
+ Presented in your housekeepers own
language.
+ Automatic tuning to your housekeepers’
favourite radio channel.

GUEST ANALYTICS
CUT COSTS BY ALIGNING SERVICES WITH GUEST NEEDS.
FACT BASED DECISION MAKING.

STATISTICS FROM EVERY GUEST
The statistics application provides insight into how
your guests are using the interactive solutions within
your hotel. Detailed information allows you to learn
more about how your guests are using the system, and
enables you to more effectively use all the tools that
Otrum provides.

OPTIMISE YOUR SPENDING
Using Otrum’s data analysis tools you can clearly see
which services your guests are using, and what revenue
they generate. TV channels are still popular – but why
pay for those TV channels that your guests don’t watch?
Eliminate wasted spending, allowing you to invest in
other areas.

Otrum utilises the cloud to gather and analyse this large
dataset. As this data analysis is hosted centrally, you
can access and view all live data and historical reports
through a web browser.

Rollout popular services to more rooms. If you can see
that e.g. Airplay is well used in your business rooms,
improve guest satisfaction by offering it throughout the
property.

ENTERPRISE TOUCH
TAKE ALL INTERACTIVE SERVICES MOBILE. LET GUESTS USE
THEIR OWN SMART DEVICES TO ACCESS HOTEL SERVICES.

SECOND SCREEN EXPERIENCE
Guests want more; more gadgets, more in-room
technology and more content. Harness the power of
the technology that they bring with them, allow them
to use their own smart devices to interact with
hotel services. Your rooms get a true second screen
experience, with the possibility for guests to view live
TV on their tablet or smart phone - perfect for keeping
young guests entertained.

ENTERPRISE TOUCH
AT A GLANCE
FULL REMOTE CONTROL
+ Channel list with full live programme guide.
+ Easy browsing of large TV channel lists.
+ Movie list with synopsis.

Smart devices have full access to a range of applications,
including an overview of TV channels, movies, unread
messages, news, flights and weather.

+ Use of a familiar device keyboard for text input.

Use Otrum Enterprise Touch as your hotel’s mobile app
– promote hotel services and facilities before the guest
even arrives.

+ Add custom requests.

ELECTRONIC PROGRAMME GUIDE
The fully featured EPG lets the guest sort, browse and
control TV channels in their room. The EPG shows what
is currently playing, as well as what is coming up next.
Pressing the TV channel logo immediately changes the
programme you are watching on the TV.

SIMPLE ORDERING
+ Browse all items in the storefront.

MESSAGE CENTRE
+ Communicate directly to your guest’s smart device.
+ Group messages supported.

PHOTOS ON THE BIG SCREEN
+ Camera roll mirroring on the in-room TV.

HOTEL INFO
+ All the information from Otrum Enterprise.

+ Multilingual user interface.
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OTRUM ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE
WAKE UP & WELCOME

ENTERPRISE TOUCH

Greet guests with a personal onscreen message.

Replicate interactive services on your guest’s own
smart phone or tablet.

Wake up / group wake up including local weather
forecast and news headlines.

Full TV remote control and keyboard.
Share the mobile camera roll on the in-room TV.

MESSAGES
MESSAGES
Communicate with allENTERPRISE
guests/groups, e.g.

YOUTUBE
INTERNET VIDEO & OTT

SCREEN MIRROR

Search Youtube from your device

Mirror a device perfectly to th

Search and playback YouTube and Vimeo content
Android and Apple compatible
on the in-room TV.

SOFTWARE

Display on Smart TV

Sell, book, offer and promote almost
anything.

Cloud Information

Put groups of channels behin

Set up as many “stores” as you need

Weather, flights, news etc.

Child lock / Pin Code.

Live Web feeds

conference delegates.

Compatible with copy protect

Link to web pages and video content for brand,
hotel and tourist information.

Urgent message option will force all TVs on, and
display your urgent message e.g. fire alarm.

UNOBTRUSIVE GUEST MESSAGES ARE A KEY FEATURE FOR MANY HOTELS,
ORDERS
CLOUD
FEEDS
REVENUE CHANN
ESPECIALLY
THOSE
THAT
SEE
TOUR
GROUPS.
TO
MESSAGE
AN
ENTIRE
GROUP
SCREEN
MIRRORING
STOREFRONTS
ORDERS
THATSCREEN
DINNERMIRRORING
IS SERVED AT 18:00 IS A HUGE EFFICIENCYSCREEN
BOOSTER
Mirror
content from a smart device
to the TV.
MIRRORIN
Sell, book,
offer and promote almost anything,
e.g. in-room dining, late checkout, table
reservation, housekeeping, pillow menu, etc.

Apple iOS and Android compatible.

Mirror a device perfectly to the TV
Android and Apple compatible

Supporting copy protected (DRM) content.

Compatible with copy protected content
COMMUNICATE DIRECTLY FROM THE FRONT DESK

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY

COURTESY
AT A GLANCE
MESSAGES

Letting a tour group know that their bus is about to leave
Messages can be extended with an urgent message, which lets
has never been easier, Messages enables you to quickly
you quickly send preconfigured messages to all rooms, forcing
communicate with individual or groups of rooms from the
on the TVs and waking the guests..
PMS system. No calls required. The TV will turn on and display
Publish
the message until the guest confirms it. If not confirmed,
staff on screen advertising to your
will be notified so they can deliver the message personally.
guests through the cloud

ON DEMAND
INCREASED USAGE, REVENUE, EFFICIENCY AND LOWER COSTS
MIRROR
YOUR
DEVICE ON OUR SCREEN? Y
DIGITAL
ON DEMAND
BUT REVENUE
MOST
OFCHANNELS
ALL;
BETTERCHECKOUT
SERVICE
VIEW BILL
& EXPRESS
ON
DEMAND
ADVERTISING

Communicate efficiently with all rooms and
devices directly from the front desk.

Standard, Premium and Prem

PLEASE! AIRPLAY AND ANDROID DEVICES
SUPPORTED
VIDEO ON DEMAND IS GREAT, GIVING

Business intelligence features for targeted

SYSTEM OPERATION

Urgent message
option
Messages
to your guests

Hollywood, Bollywood, adult,
family and any other genre yo

will force all TVs on,

VOD
movies
for in-room
playback.
increase
to maximum
Display all room charges for the guest to SCREEN
verify.
sendvolume
preconfigured
messages and
to all display
guests
YOUTUBE
MIRRORING Quickly

Put groups of channels behind a payadvertising.
screen
Child lock / Pin Code.
Search Youtube from your device

+

Initiate Express Checkout request to the PMS.
Android and Apple compatible

Display on Smart TV

+

Play, pause, fast forward and rewind.

Digital playback with Play & pa
forward and rewind.

Send directly from PMS or Enterprise Web

Urgent message options that will turn on all
TVs, and display
a preconfigured
message.
Compatible with copy protected
content
ORDER ANYTHING
NOTIFY
ANYONE
IN THE
WAY THAT WORKS
FOR YOU
Orders operates on all Enterprise Clients. To be brief, it enables Orders lets you notify your staff in whatever way works for
purchases, bookings and orders of any and all services you
you; SMS, email or through the pms system.
would like to offer your guests.
Orders also lets your staff respond directly to guests through
Depending
on
your
property,
needs
and
service
level
you
can
the TV orShare
device with
a message.
content
with TV
Report and monitor room status through a
let
your
guests
browse
and
book
services
such
as
Spa
booking,
OTRUM ENTERPRISE
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ENABLES BOOKING OF ANY SERVICE OR smart device or iTV
a table in your restaurant, tee time at the golf course, baby
Youtube
and
Vimeo
integration with Smart
PRODUCT YOU OFFER YOUR GUESTS
OPENING HOURS
sitter for their date night or perhaps a late check out for the
Standard, Premium and Premium+ sizes
PMS
integrated
Our ordering
tool lets
you set
up separate
“shops”
to keep
Pictures
share
with
Smart
and
STB
morning after.
Build as many “shops” as you want and offer
STREAMING
FROM
A DEVICE
TO
A TV
EPG
things both organized and simple, and also to enable things like
Hollywood,
Bollywood,
drama,
Even packages, tours, additional nights, rental cars etc.
+ As many
products as
you want adult, action, Staff
messaging.
opening
hours. Enabling
different menusproblem
for differentto
times
of often
Screen
Mirroring
is
a
complicated
solve,
Cloud
Information
Put
groups
of
channels
behind
a
pay
screen
Anything
you
offer,
your
guest
can
order
through
Orders.
anyfor
other
genre
you need
+ With family
optionsand
(cheese
burgers
and similar)
the day and so on.
Powerful maintenance and minibar
using
complicated DLNA solutions that require separate apps,
+ Delivery
time
(booking
time)
Weather,
flights,
news
Child lock / Pin Code.
Up
to 10
updates
a yearetc.
reporting tools.
long confusing setups and do not support copy protected
+ Shopping carts for large orders
Live Web
feedswith Play & pause, fast
Digital
playback
content.
+ Configurable message delivery per “shop”
forward and rewind.
We are proud to have the industry’s first truly simple way of
+ Supports all products, foods, services and bookings.

ORDERS
AT A GLANCE

Up to 10 updates a year

+

your urgent message.
Mirror a device perfectly to the TV + Group messages
+

DRM supported for the latest Hollywood titles.

VALUABLE
SERVICE
GUESTS,
Charging
opportunities
premium
TV channels.
CONTENT
CASTINGTOforYOUR
BRAND
AND YOU A SIZEABLE PROFIT.

HOUSEKEEPING

ON DEMAND

Brand Channel hardware give
channel completely under you

CLOUDFEEDS
FEEDS
CLOUD
REVENUE CHANNELS CHANNEL SORTING & EPG
Sorting of TV channels via the PMS,
Live data feeds e.g. weather forecast, flight
by language or genre etc.
arrivals/departures, world news etc.

ON DEMAND

Communicate
efficiently
withschedule
all roomsand
and
Easy
to use software
lets you
devices directly
the front desk.
distribute
all kindsfrom
of content

Standard, Premium and Premium+
has been sizes
adopted by Android as well as LG and Samsung who

Customised menus and branding.
Web based information page editor.
Branded adverts
and
promotional
OTRUM
ENTERPRISE
25 spots.

+

Works with PCs, android, iOS and

On Demand service offers newer movies earlier then any other provider,
+ Mirror your device’s screen to th
OTRUM ENTERPRISE
professional or private. The latest blockbusters
show in your 17
rooms before they are
NETWORK
CONFIGURATED
released on DVDs, Netflix or in iTunes. This is one of the reasons why On Demand+isVery Simple setup
still a great
source
revenue and
loved by many
guests
+ Show any content your device ca
Miracast
/ Widi
is aofstandard
developed
by Intel
and Android. It

Brand Channel hardware gives you one TV
MESSAGES
channel
completely under your control

Urgent message
option
willfor
force
all TVs on,
Customised
branded
theme
all your
increase volume to maximum and display
systems.
your urgent message.

AIRPLAY / WIDI / MIRACAST

enabling streaming to the TV, and it is equally good for both
THEand
EARLY
BIRD CATCHES
Apple
Android
devices. THE WORM

BRAND

CONTENT MANAGEMENT (CMS)

SCREEN MI
AT A GLANC

Customised branded theme f
systems.

Electronic Programme Guide for live TV
channels.
+ Industry standard technology
OTR

Live streaming of Internet radio.

CMS

Easy to use software lets you
distribute all kinds of content

HOUSEKEEPING

HOUSEKEEPING
MOVIE STUDIO RIGHTS

ON DEMA
AT A GLA

movies, presentations, pictures e

haveaction,
addeddrama,
it to all Smart TV models.
+ Android screen mirroring require
Hollywood, Bollywood, adult,
SYSTEM
OPERATION
Otrum
works Staff
with western movieto
studios,
but also room
several providers
fromroom
Bollywoodstatus
report
faults,
and
Enterprise
Smart
(certain models
family and any other genre
need
In you
Enterprise
we havelogin
further simplified
the product by
and East Asia.. We customize our offering based on your guest mix, and as such we

a offer
simple
upconsumption.
directly
fromtothe
menu.
Up to 10 updates a year enabeling
are able to
youstart
a competive
advantage
yourmain
guests.
minibar
Digital playback with Play & pause, fast
forward and rewind.

Menu adjustment to fit room type or service level.
CONTENT CASTING
BRAND

+

PMS integration – vacant rooms lists.

+

Comes in several

+

iOS Airplay
extra hardwa
sizesrequires
to suit your
hotels needs

+

10 updates a year

+

All Western

+

m
+

movie studios
Staff messaging for urgent room
requests.MANAGEMENT
HOUSEKEEPING
DONE WELL
Bollywood movies
OTRUM ENTERPRISE

WE OFFER A POWERFUL
HOUSEKEEPING
FEATURE
TV MAINTENANCE & MANAGEMENT
GUEST ANALYTICS
Check the settings and status of all TVs.
insights into guest behaviour and system usage.
ON ALLGainPLATFORMS,
Push settings to screens.
TV channels and services to fit guest usage
ONE OFTailor
THE
MAIN
patterns.
Control all parameters remotely.
REASONS
WHY MANY
VISIT OTRUM.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION

Share content with TV

Youtube and Vimeo integration with Smart
Pictures share with Smart and STB

14

+

Otrum offers a cloud based housekeeping service tha
easily be accessed from any connected device or dire
through the Enterprise TV systems.

Brand Channel hardware gives you one TV
channel completely under your control

Easy to use software lets you schedule and
distribute all kinds of content

We integrate directly with your PMS system and ma
that your housekeepers can effectively monitor and r
room status.

Customised branded theme for all your
systems.

The same tool has powerful reporting features for ho
maintenance. You can report broken lightbulbs, fixtur
other items, and easily track their status.

18

OTRUM ENTERPRISE

OTRUM ENTERPRISE
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Finally you can also use the app to quickly do minibar
reporting.
TOUCH HOUSEKEEPING

The housekeeping solution can function with or with
TV-system. If no other system is in place. Only a basic
needed to integrate our cloud based solution with yo
system.
Your housekeepers can either use the tools through

